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Constant Margin-Angle Control of Commutatorless 
Motor Using Microcomputer 

SHOJI FUKUDA, MEMBER, IEEE, AND SHINJI SASAKA 

Abstract-Constant margin-angle control is a triggering scbeme that 
can eliminate the commutation failure and increase the power factor and 
efficiency of commutatorless motors. The described scheme does Dot 

need to detect the margin angle, but the de current and overlap angle are 
detected instead. The margin angle Is controlled by using a correction 
table of the lead angle in terms of the de current, which provides a 
practical solution to implement the constant margin-angle control. The 
problems introduced by the scheme, the o.ccurrence of instability and 
commutation failure, are discussed, and methods to eliminate tbem are 
presented. Experimental results confirm the validity of this scheme. 

J. INTRODUCTION 

THE commutatorless motor (CLM) is a synchronous motor 
fed by a current source inverter, where the constant 

margin-angle control scheme has been proposed for the 
improvement of the motor performances, i.e. , elimination of 
commutation failure and increase in power factor and effi
ciency [1], [2]. 

There are two ways to implement constant margin-angle 
control. 

1) The margin angle b is detected and is directly controlled 
[3]. 

2) The dc link current Id is detected and Ii is indirectly 
controlled by using a function generator [I], [2] or a 
correction table [4] in terms of Id. 

The first way seems to be better because b can be kept constant 
in a transient state as well as a steady state. However, 
detecting b over a wide speed range is difficult, since ripple 
voltages generated by a rectifier appear in the terminal 
voltages of CLM and disturb to detect the zero crossing point 
of the tenninal voltages [3]. On the other hand, the second way 
is considered to be more practical and applicable to adjustable 
eLM drives because the detection of b is not needed. 
References concerning the second way dealt with a steady
state performance, but a transient performance is also impor
tant to put the scheme to a practical use. 

In this paper the second way, mainly under a transient state, 
is treated, in which the overlap angle u is detected and used to 
improve the transient perfonnance of CLM. The entire speed 
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regulator system is illustrated in Fig. I. Constant-b control is 
demonstrated by the feedback loop using Table J. . The 
relationship between the dc current and the lead angle has been 
calculated in advance under the assumption of the steady-state 
operation with 0 = 20·, and has been tabulated in the RbM of . 
a microcomputer. The microcomputer looks up the table and 
corrects the lead angle /30 in tenns of the dc current Id and the 
overlap angle u. 

The constant-.b control scheme using the table raises two 
problems that must be elucidated and s~lved to put the scheme 

to a practical use. The first problem is the problem concerning 
instability. 

The constant-b control scheme has intrinsic instability. This 
is due to the voltage drop in induced voltage during the 
commutation period [5]. In this paper, the Routh-Hurwitz 
criterion is applied to the linearized CLM equations with 
constant-o control, and stability investigations are made at 
every operating point in the current-versus-speed plane. The 
results show that CLM becomes unstable in heavy-load andlor 
high-speed operation. A method to stabilize the CLM system 
is presented. 

The second problem concerns the transient beha~ior of the 
margin angle. Since Table I has been detennined under the 
steady-state condition, b in a transient state does not always 
coincide with the reference values of 20·, which may cause 
commutation failure if b reduces remarkably. The variations in 
b in a transient state are calculated by a digital simulation 
technique. The results indicate. that the commutation failure 
will occur when a rapid increase in Id occurs, if there is a 
relatively long delay time in the gate pulse generators of an 
invener. A method to prevent the commutation failure is also 
presented. 

Finally the constant-b controlled CLM speed regulator is 
implemented by use of a microcomputer. Stable operation with 
the high power factor is confirmed by means of the experimen
tal results. 

II. STABIUTY INVESTIGATION 

A. Instability in the Constant-b Control 

The salient-pole CLM can be represented by the folJowing 
nonlinear differential equations [6]: 

"ifF do = -(3.J3/7r)Id· Ladd sin (/3o-u12) + Lddo . idd 

"ifFdd="ifFdo+Lldd'II 

"ifF qo = (3.J3/ 7r )Id . Ladq cos (/30 - u/2) + Ldqo . idq 

0093-9994/87/0900-0855$01.00 © 1987 IEEE 
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Fig. 1. Control block diagram of commutatorless motor with constant 

margin-angle control using ROM table. 

TABLE! 
CONSTANTS OF THE MOTOR 

Power 
Pole number 
Rated voltage 
R 
Ldc 
Lddo 
Ldqo 
u " 
r/ 
L/ 
rdd 
rdq 
Lo/ 
Lodd 
Lodq 
L/dd 
J 
R., 

1 kW 
4 

100 V 
3.171 n 

95 mH 
27.6 mH 
17.1 mH 
4.74 mH 

19 n 
7.76 H 
2.550 
2;65 !l 

316 mH 
20mH 
11.2 mH 

413 mH 
0.33 N'm'5 2 

0.0161 N·m·s 

.pg=,.!A 2+B2/ (p . wm), " = cos (fJo-a-ul2), 

Tav=(3..fi ltr)p . Id· .pg . " 

Tav=(J· P+Rw)wm+ TL (5) 

where ~ a cos (fJo - ul2); 'If dd, 'If qo denote the total 
magnetic flux linkages of tbe d-.xis and q-axis damper 
windings, respectively; and If, wm denote the field current 
and angular speed of the motor, respectively. To elucidate the 
cause of the instability in the constant-a control scheme, let us 
consider a damperJess cylindrical-pole eLM as a simple 
example. The dc counter EMF is obtained by 

Ed= (3..fiItr)p . wm . -Laf . If· 1;. (6) 

- - - - - ----- - - - - - - - --- - - - In the constant-a control scheme, the lead angle fJo is increased 
with an increase in dc current Id. That is, 

p . 'lfdd+rdd . idd=O (1) 

p. 'lfqo+rdq . idq=O (2) 

Vf=(LafILadd)P· 'lfdd+(If· P+rf)lf (3) 

A=p· wm(Laf· If+kd· i'do)+P· kq · i'qo 

B= -p . wm . kq . 'lfqo + P(Laf . If+kd . i'do) 

An=p· wm(Laf· Jf+kd . 'lfdo), 

Bn= -p . wm . kq . 'lfqo 

..fi Vi=.JA2+B2, tan (a)= -BIA, kd=LaddlLddo 

kq=LadqlLdqo, Ex=3p . wm . Ls" ·Idltr 

=3.J6 Vi cos (fJo-a-u/ 2)+cos (fJo-a)/(21f) 

Ed=3.J6 Vi cos (fJo-a)/ 1f+Ex 

Vd=(Ldc · P+R)ld+Ed (4) 

!J.UMd '" -K~<O. (7) 

This means that the dc counter EMF is decreased as the dc 
current increases, which is an intrinsic characteristic in the 
constant -<l clmtro!. If K ~ , is large enough, the unstable 
behavior of eLM may occur. The saliency of the motor 
furthers this characteristic. The contents of Table I used in the 
constant-<l control loop are illustrated in Fig. 2. The parame
ters of the tested eLM are given in Table I. 

Equations (1)-(5) are linearized by assuming small pertur
bations in the vicinity of equilibrium points, then !J.~ is 
replaced by - K ~. !J.ld, which makes up the linearized eLM 
equations with constant-a control [7]. The eqUilibrium point is 
determined by (fJo - ul2)o, Ifo, Ido, and wmo, but (fJo - ul 
2)0 and Ido must be chosen out of the values on the (fJo - ul 
2)-versus-Id curve in Fig. 2. 

Stability discrimination is carried out by the application of 
the Routh-Hurwitz criterion to the linearized equations. The 
results are illustrated in Fig. 3, where the region below the 
curve is stable and above is unstable. The figure indicates that 
eLM becomes unstable if K ~ is large, and gets unstable at a 
smaller value of K~ as the speed becomes high. K~ increases 

! 
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Fig. 3. Stability limits under constant margin-angle control. 

with an increase in the de current, as depicted by the broken 
line in Fig. 2, therefore astable region in the current-versus
speed plane can be obtained as Fig. 4. It should be noted that 
the stabililY depends on the speed and de current (therefore, 
load). As the speed becomes high and/or load becomes heavy, 
eLM is liable to be unstable. 

B. Stabilization by Means of the EMF Compensation 

As described above, the instabililY of the constant-o 
controlled eLM is caused by a decrease in the de counter EMF 
with an increase in the de current. The compensation of the 
decrease in the EMF can stabilize the system. The way of the 
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Fig. 4. Stable operation region under constant margin-angle control. 
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Fig. 5. F~back gain in dc counter EMP compensation loop. 

compensation is demonstrated by the feedback loop using 
Table II in Fig. I. The loop gain kc is determined by 

kc=(Edo-Ed)/ N (8) 

and is illustrated in Fig. 5, where Ed and Edo are the de 
counter EMF under the steady-state conditions at load and at 
no-load, respectively. 

Since the gain depends nonlinearly on the de current, it has 
been tabulated as in Table II. Fig. 6 shows the loci of the 
principal roots of the linearized constant-O controlled eLM 
characteristic equations with the EMF compensation. No root 
exists in the right half-plane, which indicates that the system is 
stabilized. Fig. 7 shows the step responses to t>. Vd = 8 V. 
The initial operating point is No = 485 rlmin, [do = 2 A, 
which denotes a stable operating point. Fig . 7(a) is without 
compensation and Fig. 7(b) with compensation. In Fig . 7(a) 
the transient attenuates slowly with oscillations, which sug
gests that the system is underdamped, whereas in Fig. 7(b) it 
decays quickly. Accordingly, it can be seen that the compensa-
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Fig. 7. Step responses of de current and speed to.6. V = 8 V. Horizontal: 
0 .2 s/div . (a) Without EMF compensation . (b) With EMF compensation. 
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tion is effective to stabilize the cons!ant-& controiled eLM p. irdq={(3V3hr)Ladq . Id cos ((3o-ul2) j' 

system behavior. -irdq}(rdqILdqo) (10) .'. 

III. INvESTIGATION OF TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF MARGJN ANGLE [( Laf ' Lfdd ) 
A. Definition of the Transient under Consideration P . If = -:- rf + Ladd . Lddo rdd If J 

The constant-& control scheme using a table has an inherent Laf . Lfdd r. ! 
problem with commutation . Since the table is determined + (3'V3hr)Id' sin ({3o-ul2) .il 
under a steady-state condition, there is no guarantee if 0 is kept Lddo '{ 
at an expected reference value under a transient condition. . . , . 

+ Laf ' rdd'T'dd+ v.;] ILl .i 
Thus to investigate the behavior of & in a transient state is Ladd . Lddo "J (11) ;i 
esschseenmtieal. for realizing adjustable eLM drives with this (12) .•. ~. 

p. wm=(Rw' wm+Tav-TL)IJ j 
Most of adjustable eLM drive systems include a current- 1 

control loop inside a speed-control loop, as shown in the A=p' wm(Laf-kd' Lfdd)If+kd' irdd . 
experimental system of Fig. I. In these cases the dc current is + kq . P . irdq : 
controlled by the current-control loop so as to follow a current ~ 
reference quickly given by the speed-controlloop. If this is the B = - P . kq . wm . ir dq + (Laf - kd . Lfdd)P . If ~ 

case, (1)-(5) can. be approximated by a current-input model [8] 
instead of a voltage-input model: 

P . irdd= {- (3V3/ '1r)Ladd . Id sin ({3o- u/2)- irdd 

+ Lfdd . Jj}(rddl Lddo) (9) 

u=2 sin - l 

+kd' p. irdd 

[ 
p . wm . Ls" . Id ] 

.J3(A sin ({3o-ul2)+B cos «(3o-ul2) 

&={3o-a-u. 
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In such systems the largest transient occurs when a large 
step change is imposed on the speed reference, because it 
requires a large step increase or decrease in the current 
reference. The current responses to that step .change may be 
approximated exponentially: for increasing Id 

Id=Im+(lo-Im) exp (-tl7) (13) 

for decreasing Id 

Id=lo+(lm -Io) exp (-tIT) (14) 

where 10 and 1m denote a no-load and maximum permissible 
current, respectively, and T denotes the time constant of a step 
current response. It is noted that these two equations take 
account of the largest transient possible. 

B. Transient Behavior oj the Margin Angle 

Digital simulation is carried out to the current-input model. 
The results are illustrated in Fig. 8, where the solid lines show 
the responses of 5 when Id is increased as represented in (13). 
Ii exceeds the reference value 20·, then decreases gradually to 
20·. Therefore, no problem is considered to exist with the 
commutation . 

The broken lines show the responses to a decrease in Id as 
expressed in (14). 5 decreases slightly below 20· at a time rate 
determined by the speed of the current-control loop, then rises 
gradually toward 20·. But there seems to be no problem if20· 
is taken into account as a margin, because ~he amount of the 
decrease is only several degrees. 

In the experimental setup, however, there was a delay time 
for feeding gate pulses to inverter thyristors. It was due to the 
use of counters for the gate pulse generators. The delay was 
the time interval after a value of fJo was put on the counter and 
before the gate pulse was fed to a corresponding thyristor. The 
delay time is represented by 

Td=(-IrI2-fJo)/(p . wm) (15) 

where p is the number of pole pairs and Td is nearly one 
sampling period of the margin-angle control routine. Since this 
delay is inversely proportional to the rotating speed ofCLM, it 
has a serious effect on the transient behavior of 5, especially in 
low-speed operation. 

The simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 9. They 
indicate that 5 has a sharp dent from its reference value when 
Id is increased. The dent becomes deeper as the speed is 
slower, and also becorftes deep if the response of the current
control loop is fast, which will cause failure in the commuta
tion at the first commutation after Id is increased. In this 
situation in the experimental system, the constant-o control is 
switched to the constant lead-angle control with (flo - ul2) = 

50·, and increasing Id is delayed by one sampling periOd 
when Id must be increased in accordance with a step rise in the 
speed reference. In this way the commutation failure can be 
avoided. 

When Id is decreased as in (14), on the ·contrary the 
simulation results (not shown) indicate that 5 shows a sharp 
rise beyond the reference value, then reduces toward 20·. 
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Fig. 8. Transient behavior of margin angle. 
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Fig. 9. Transient behavior of margin alJgle, taking account of delay time of 
gate pulse generators. 

Consequently, excepting the dent, the variations in 5 are all 
on the safety side in terms of the commutation. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

The configuration of the tested setup is illustrated in Fig. 
10, and the control block diagram is in Fig. 1. There are three 
major control processing routines, all of which run on an 
interrupt basis. 

The speed-control processing routine is illustrated in Fig. 
11. At first, speed error is calculated. When the error is 
smaller than a specified value, i.e. . - nil a regenerative 
braking mode is chosen as a control mode. In this mode the de 
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Fig. 10. Configuration of experimental system. 
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Fig. 11. Flow chari of speed control. 

current is reduced to zero, then the motor side converter starts 
rectifier operation and the line side converter does inverter 
operation. Accordingly, the direction of the de voltage . is 
reversed and regenerative braking is performed. When the 
error is larger than n2, an acceleration with a maximum 
current mode is selected. In this mode the output of a current 
reference is suspended, and the margin-angle control routine 
undertakes its output insiead. If this is the transition time to the 
acceleration mode from the other cohtrol mode, a transition 
index is set for processing to prevent the commutation failure . 

In the case when the error is - n I < E < n2, the usu3.I 
proportionallintegrai (PI) corripensation is executed, and a 
current reference is given to the current controller, This 
routine runs every 8.33 ms. 

In the current-control processing routine, the de counter 
EMF compensation, PI compensation, and cos - I compenSa
tion are carried out. Finally the firing angle is fed to the gate 
pulse generators of the recti tIer. This routine runs every 3.33 
ms. 

The margin-angle control processing routine is illustrated in 
Fig. 12. At first, whether or not the present mode is the 
acceleration mode is checked. If it is, then whether or nol the 
transition index has been set is checked. If the index has been 
set, the lead angle (/30 - u/2) is ci~termined as ;;0° coristant 

ACCELERATION 
MODE ? 

y 

TRANSITION TIME Y 
TO ACCELERATlON? 

Fig. 12. Flow chart of margin-angle controL 
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4 

o 

60 

'0 
20 

700 

soo 

300 

Fig. 13. Responses of de current, lead angle, and speed to step change in 
speed reference, 300-600 r/min. Horizontal ; 0.5 s/div. 

ana the output of the current reference, the maximum vahie 
1m, is delayed by one sampling period during the acceleration. 
This processing means that the current is raised after the gate 
pulse of 50° is sent to the inverter thyristor. Thus the 
commutation failure in I the case of a rapid increase in Id 
required by the speed controller can be prevented . 

If the control mode is PI action in the speed-control routine, 
the constant-I> control using the table is executed, and finally 
the iead-angle is fed to the gate pulse generators of tbe 
inverter. This routine runs every 60° in ihe rotor frequency. 
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. Fig .. IS. Waveforms in four-quadrant operation. 

V. EXPERJMENTAL RESULTS 

Fig. 13 shows the responses to a step increase in the Speed 
referencc. The lead angle (flo - u/2) and current fd were 
maintained at 50· and 7.5 A, respectively, during the 
acceleration. Fig. 14" shows the responses to a step load 
change. Since a step load change could not be detected by the 
software used, the constant-a control was in operation 
throughout the period. The commutation failure did not occur, 
although the speed was as slow as 300 tlmin. This was mainly 
due to" the fact that the time rate of the rise of the current 
caused by a step increase in the load was much slower than that 
caused by a step increase in the speed reference. However, if a 
heavier step load increase were required, this method might 
fail. To design gate pulse generators with a minimal delay time 
and to use them is the best solution for preventing the 
commutation failure. 

Fig. IS shows ihe oscillogram in four-quadrant operation. 
Rapid speed reversiu with stable regenerative braking was 
performed. Fig. ,·6 shows tlte characteristics of the torque, and 
Fig. 17 shows those of the power" factor of the ac line input in 
the two kinds of triggering control schemes, Where the curves 
with a solid line, broken line, etc." represent the theoretical and 
where 0, 0, and t:.. tepresent the tested values. It is obvious 

Fig. 16. 

8 .. 
=-
• ;: 
" ~ 

2 

o 4 6 8 

DC current Id (AJ 

Torque versus dc cu{rem c~cteristics in constant margin-angle 
and constant lead-angle schemes. 

that the constant-a control scheme has an advantage over the 
constant lead-angle scheme. 

v~. CONCLUSION 

The constant margin-angle controUed commutatorless mo
tor and its operating characteristics have been discussed. One 
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Fig. 17. Power factor of'ac line input in constant margin-angle and constant 
lead-angle schemes., 

of the features of the presented scheme is that detection of the 
margin angle is not needed. Two problems raised by the 
scheme have been discussed: one is the instability and the 
other is the variations in the margin angle in a transient state, . 
which is closely related to the commutation capability of the 
motor. The methods to eliminate the instability and to prevent 
the commutation failure were presented. Finally, the scheme 
has been implemented by the use of a microcomputer. 
Experimental results show that the scheme is efficient and the 
presented methods are effective for solving the problems. 

i30 

u 
5 

Vd 
Vf 
Ed 
Tau 
TL 
Id 
If 
idd, idq 

wm 
R 
Ldc 
rf 
rdd, rdq 

Lddo, Ldqo 

Laf 

NOMENCLATURE 

Lead angle of commutation defined at no
load. 
Shift angle of armature voltage due to 
armature reaction. 
Overlap angle of armature currents. 
Commutation margin angle (= i30 C<-

u). 
DC input voltage. 
Field input voltage: 
Counter EMF of dc link circuit. 
Torque developed. 
Load torque. 
DC link current. 
Field current. 
d-axis and q-axis damper currents, respec
tively. 
Mechanical angular speed of motor. 
Resistance of dc link circuit. 
Inductance of dc reactor. 
Field resistance. 
d-axis and q-axis damper resistances, re
spectively. 
d-axis and q-axis self inductances, respec
tively. 
Mutual inductance between armature and 
field windings. 

Ladd 

Ladq 

Lfdd 

If 
Ls" 
Rw 
J 
'if! do, 'if! qo 

'if!dd 

p 
p 

Mutual inductance between armature and d· 
axis damper windings. 
Mutual inductance between armature and q
axis damper windings. 
Mutual inductance between field and d-axis 
damper windings. 
Field leakage inductance. 
Subtransient inductance. 
Damping coefficient of mechanical circuit. 
Moment on inertia. 
Magnetic flux linkages of d-axis' and q-axis 
damper windings created by armature and 
damper currents, respectively. 
Total magnetic flux linkages of d-axis 
damper windings. 
Number of pole pairs. 
Differential operator C=d/dt). 
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